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'6':

ln these experiments, the mass of the system , m, is the total mass of the trolley and whath attached to
the end of the string. Th'e force, F, is the weight of what's attached to the end of the string.

A student sets up the apparatus below to investigate how force affects acceleration.

You can assume no friction acts between the trolley and the table.

stnng

/
trolley-+ *-pulley

starting line

'.-five50s{
MASSCS

attached
to hook

He starts with five masses on the hook, holds the trolley at the starting line and then releases the

trolley. The trolley accelerates towards the pulley and the iight gate measures its acceleration when

it passes through. He repeats this three times.

He then removes a mass from the hook, places it on the trolley and repeats the above procedure.

He repeats this until there is a single 50 g mass remaining on the 50 g hook.

a) Which of the following changes when a mass is removed from the hook and placed on the trolley?

the force on the trolley

the mass of the system

light gate
\

piece ofcard \

the mass of the pulley

the length of the string

tr
tr

.b) Explain why the masses that are removed from the hook are placed on the trolley.

I
u

tll

ttl
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The results from the student's experiment are shown in the table below.

c) Calculate the missing mean acceleration in the table'

mass of hook and

attached masses (g)

acceleration (m/s')

repeat 1 repeat2 repeat 3 mean

300 4.49 4.52 4.54 4.52

250 3.76 3.73 3.81

200 3.01 2.99 3.06 3.02

150 2.27 2.?.6 2.26 2.26

100 t.47 1.50 1.57 1.51

t2l
calculate the uncertainty in the mean acceleration of the trolley

when the mass of the hook and attached masses was 300 g'

+......'.....'... """"" m'ls2

t2l

e) What is the relationship between force and acceleration?

Use evidence from the student's results to support your answer'

t2l

A scientist carries out an experiment to test Newton's Second Law. She marks six lines on a

horizontal table, each spaced 20 cmapart so that the lines cover atotal distance of 100 cm.

She then sets up the rest of her apparatus as shown in the diagram below.

pulley

She holds the trolley with a mass of 0.3 kg at the first line so that the string is taut, then lets go.

The scientist uses a stopwatch to measure how long it takes the trolley to reach each line'

'This method of measuring time may introduce an erlor into her results.

a) State what type of error this is.

iu
Turnover )

d)
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b) Describe one way the scientist could reduce the effect of this error.

c) The data from a test nrn is shown in the table below.

Calculate the average speed of the trolley between 60 cm and 80 cm on the test run.

Give your answer in m/s.

The scientist does the experiment flve times, increasing the mass of
the system by 0.1 kg each time. She calculates the acceleration of the

trolley for each experiment and plots her results on the graph below.

d) By referring to the graph, explain whether the force

pulling the trolley was kept the same in each experiment.

Use calculations to support your answer. '

ttl

m/s

t4l

a

tio
C)o
c)

o o.+ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
mass of the system / kg

distance travelled by trolley (cm) 20 40 60 80 100

time from first line (s) 0.41 0.65 0.82 0.94 t.04

t2l

The last time I acceleraled a trolley I crashed into the fruit and veg aisle...

Which variable is lhe independenl variable depends on the masses. l{ you add masses to the trolley

(like in the scientist's experimenl) your independenivariable is mass. lf you move masses from one

placein the system to another (like in the student's experimenL) your independenlvariable is force.

Physics @ CGP - not to be photocoPied



Practical 6: Newton,s Second Law
Pages 60{2
1 a) the force on the lr:o'lley [I markJ

b) So that fts mass of the system is kept the same / so that
mass is a control variable in the experiment [l mark].

c) To calculate the mean, add up the accelerations from the
three repeats and divide by tiree.
(3.76 + 3.73 + 3.81) + 3 :3.766...:3.77 m/s2 (to 3 s.f.)
[2 mar*sfor eonect answer, otherwise I markfor coruect
substitution J

d) Uncertainty: range :- 2: (4.54 - 4.49):2: +0.025 m/s,
[2 marksforcotect ansb,er, ot$erwise 1 markfor eotect
substitation.J

e) Force and acceleration are directlyproportional [1 markJ.
E.g. halving the mass from 300 g to 150 g (which
corresponds to halving the force), halves the acceleration
from 4.52 rn/s2 to 2.26 rn/sz [1 markJ.

2 a) random enor [1 marh]
b) E.g. use a light gate to take a measurement at each line /

repeat measurements three times and take an average /
film the trrolley and stopwarch and take measuremeats
from the film [1 markJ.

c) distance travelled: speed x time,
so speed: distance travelled - time

, change in distance havelled

change in time
80 cm:0.80 m, 60 cm: 0.60 m
change in distance travelled = 0.80 - 0.60 :0.20 m
change in time : 0.94 - 0.82 : 0.12 s

0.20
average speed -- 0.12-:1.66...:1.7 rnls (to 2 s.f.)

[4 marksfor correct dnsweL otherwise I markfor cotecl
valuefor change in distance travelled, 7 markfor coruecr
valuefor change in time, and 1 markfor correct
substitution.J

d) Force pulling the trolley was kept the same as calculating
F: ma for any 2 points on the graph gives 0.3 N [1 mark].
E.g. F:0.4 x 0.8 :0.32 N:0.3 N (to 1 s.f.) and
F = O.7 x 0.45 : 0.315 : 0.3 N (to I s.f.) [t mark].

---t*


